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Abstract 
This paper is based on a presentation made at the International Literacy Year Colloquium in 
October 1990, in Washington, D.C. It addresses the strategies employed by people uprooted from 
Southeast Asia and adjusting to a new life in the United States. The social context of literacy is 
discussed by showing the coping strategies of three Hmong people. Next, learning English 
through intergenerational relationships is discussed. Then an agenda for the nineties is proposed. 
This involves:  

1. A shift in focus from individuals and institutions to families and communities; 
2. The incorporation of traditional knowledge with new forms of knowledge; and 
3. The promotion of collaboration on all levels.  

The paper closes with a challenge to all of us to use literacy to become intergenerational healers in 
our work. 

1. Overview 
The first topic I cover is the social context of literacy, where I discuss about three Hmong refugees 
that I came to know well while living in Philadelphia. They were farmers in the mountains of 
Laos, and they did not have much experience with literacy before coming to the United States. I 
talk about them because knowing them raised many challenging and interesting issues and some 
surprises that are stimulating for future thinking on literacy.∗ 

Next, I summarize LEIF (Learning English through Intergenerational Friendship), a project I 
worked with for several years. The project addresses the problems of teaching refugees by using 
an intergenerational approach. I was hired to set up the program, so I can discuss some of the 
issues that arose from that experience and some of the lessons learned. 

Finally, I draw on these two experiences to look at an agenda for the nineties and some new 
directions that I feel would be fruitful for us to pursue through research, teaching, planning, and 
policy. There are many experienced people at this colloquium, whom I invite to join me in 
discussing these aspects of literacy after I have thrown out some ideas to get us started. 

2. The Social Context of Literacy: Three Portraits 
I start with the subject of literacy concerns for immigrant populations, particularly three Hmong 
people. One has finished his high school equivalency diploma and is a successful student. The 
other two are a man and woman who dropped out of basic English and literacy classes because the 
classes were not working for them. I use pseudonyms for this presentation. 

2.1. Pao Youa Lo, Chou Chang, and Bao Xiong: First impressions 
I met Pao Youa Lo in a community college classroom where I was teaching English as a Second 
Language. He came in with a limp, wore dark sunglasses, and always sat in the back of the room. 
He often wore a trench coat. Pao Youa Lo was kind of a mysterious character. It was hard to 
figure out much about him. Pao Youa Lo never did any homework. He never passed an exam. He 
never participated in class. When we did any in-class writing, if he wrote at all, it was a few words 
in very shaky handwriting. I assumed he had no experience with literacy. When he dropped out of 
school, it did not surprise me. 

                                                            
∗Gail Weinstein, a visiting professor at the University of Massachusetts, trains teachers of English as a Second Language. 
She has done ethnographic research on literacy among Southeast Asian refugees in Philadelphia and Western 
Massachusetts. A joyful new mother herself, Weinstein is becoming increasingly interested in issues of family literacy in 
multilingual communities, including the role of language and literacy in intergenerational relationships. 
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Also, at Community College, I met a woman whom I call Bao Xiong. She was very talkative, very 
friendly, unlike other Hmong women I knew, who were shy and quiet. She did not know how to 
read and write in any language. She could not pass my community college course and she 
eventually dropped out, too. At that time, I did not know that I would meet these people again and 
get to know them much better in different roles. 

The third person I want to mention is Chou Chang. When I met him, he was going through a high 
school equivalency program. I was at a church service where he was helping the pastor, reading 
the Bible in Lao to the mixed Hmong and Anglo congregation. He also helped give Bible lessons 
in Hmong to newcomers on Saturdays, after working on the materials with the pastor the night 
before. 

As soon as I met him, it was clear that he was eager to make American friends. He came up to me 
and invited me to his home for dinner. Delighted, I went. He heard that Americans did not eat rice. 
Trying to make me comfortable, he put a half loaf of Wonderbread in my bowl. 

2.2. Functions, uses, and meanings of literacy: The literacy broker 
I saw some of the functions and uses of literacy in the lives of Chou Chang and Pao Youa. I 
moved in with Chou Chang’s family for a month in order to observe what Shirley Heath calls 
“literacy events” (Table 1), or interactions around written text. 

Table 1. Functions and Uses of Literacy for Chou Chang 

Use Function Role 
Translations of Bible lessons Mediate between culture 

groups 
Mediator and culture bridge 

Forms to negotiate with new 
institutions 

Secure economic benefits Self-helper 

Help nonliterates with literacy- 
related tasks 

Change role in social order Literacy broker 

Chou used literacy in his role of a mediator. By translating Bible lessons, he acted as a mediator 
between culture groups. As a result, he was helping the American congregation and the Hmong 
congregation to integrate the newcomers. 

Chou filled out many forms. He got an enormous pile of bureaucratic forms that he had to fill in. 
He knew how to deal with the social workers to get benefits from the American bureaucracy. He 
made sure he got the benefits that were due him. 

Chou was a translator. I noticed something interesting: people in his apartment building came to 
him for help, sometimes asking him to translate documents. Once, he got very angry and fought 
with another man. I asked him, “What’s going on; what did you fight about?” He told me that this 
man had wanted him to write a fraudulent letter to the welfare office to claim that the man lived 
with him. This would enable the man to pick up a welfare check at Chou’s home. Chou was very 
angry. He said, “He wants me to cheat for him. He’s not even my relative.” Chou meant that this 
man was not a member of the Chang clan. The request for help, involving some risk, was 
inappropriate. As Chou once observed, “My name’s Chang; I help the Chang clan.” 

Chou complained that nonrelatives asked for financial help, yet he often helped nonrelatives read 
documents and solve their literacy-related problems. As a new literate in a city where literacy is 
essential, Chou was changing whom he would help. In his role as a literacy broker, the old clan 
ties were no longer primary. The social network (Chart 1) shows who Chou Chang invited over to 
his house, those he would help, or who would help him. 
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Chart 1. Network Chart of Chou Chang 

The summer of 1982 was a violent one in some poor neighborhoods of Philadelphia. Many of the 
Hmong became victims. As a result, many left the city. One day Chou Chang told me he was 
moving, though he had not been victimized. I asked him why. He said, “I have no friends here. If 
anything happens to me, there is no one here to help.” In his despair, he left. 

Pao Youa used literacy in his role as a community leader. After Chou Chang left town, I asked my 
Hmong teacher to introduce me to another Hmong family. He said, “I know a community leader 
whom you would really like to meet. This is a leader whom everybody respects. The community 
asked him to run for president of the Hmong Association, but since he doesn’t speak enough 
English, he didn’t run. He’s an interesting person.” So my teacher brought me to the house, and 
who opened the door but Pao Youa Lo, the man who flunked out of my community college class. 
It turned out that I was wrong about Pao Youa Lo’s literacy. Pao Youa was literate in Lao and in 
Hmong. 

Table 2. Functions and Uses of Literacy for Pao Youa Lo 

Use Function Role 
Scrapbooks Celebrate leaders Professional soldier 

Chronicles expert Document past History 
News articles Keep informed on world news News expert 

Correspondence Keep connected with Laos Authority on Laos 
Notes-culture classes Learn about tradition Authority on family matters 

Pao Youa used literacy to celebrate leaders. He kept pictures in scrapbooks of leaders he 
considered great. He cut them from newspapers and magazines. He had Begin, Reagan, and 
Gandhi, to mention a few. He had a host of men he considered great and a few women, including 
Margaret Thatcher, but mostly men. It turns out that he was seen by the Hmong as a war hero, 
which partly explains the community leadership position he held. 

Pao Youa documented the past. He had long chronicles of the history of the war in Indo-China. He 
had lists in Lao that he had kept of events. He had National Geographics with pictures of the 
bombed villages. He told stories of where he was and what happened throughout the duration of 
the war. It turns out that the other members of the Hmong community came to him whenever they 
had a question about history. He was a history keeper. He also kept recent news articles. I was at a 
party one night where the men gathered around a table in the latter part of the evening. After 
everyone had a beer, Pao Youa passed around the articles, and the men talked about what was 
happening with the POWs and with the war in Laos. As these articles passed around, men 
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gathered in clusters around the literates, who would read them aloud. These were articles from 
American newspapers. It turns out that Pao Youa was corresponding with a Lao organization in 
California to keep up with the war, to organize resistance, and to organize young Hmong men to 
return with the hopes of retaking Laos. So here is a man involved in correspondence, news 
articles, and history-keeping. 

Pao Youa documented Hmong culture. The Hmong in his neighborhood decided that they wanted 
to hold culture classes taught by the elders. They got the elders to give classes on the traditional 
courtship and funeral songs. He would sit in on these classes, which he helped to organize, and 
take notes. He wanted his sons to learn the traditional song forms so they could court in the proper 
way, and possibly train to become marriage go-betweens. Go-betweens served an important 
traditional function in Southeast Asia for centuries. 

Chart 2. Network Chart of Pao Youa Lo 

Pao Youa’s social network (Chart 2) is very different from Chou Chang’s. Chou Chang’s 
relationships with people are very singular, in that the people that he knows do not necessarily 
know one another. Many Americans are in Chou Chang’s chart. In Pao Youa Lo’s chart, everyone 
he knows, knows one another because they are kinsmen. 

Pao Youa’s son married the daughter of Hang Chou, the head of the Hmong Association. Now 
they have a strong clan connection. When Pao Youa needs to solve a problem with the 
bureaucracy, Hang Chou can get it done. He is in a leadership position vis-a-vis Americans. He 
knows how to mediate the bureaucracy. The upshot of this is that Pao Youa Lo, though not literate 
in English, has many ways to get his problems solved through broad kinship support. 

Bao Xiong is a culture broker. I mentioned earlier that Bao Xiong does not know how to read and 
write in any language, but she knows how to read the American heart. Because of my work with 
Hmong women, I conducted craft sales in my home and invited them to display their crafts and 
sell them. Bao Xiong heard about this. She called me and asked if she could come and sell her 
handiwork with us. 

I taped the conversations between the American shoppers and the women selling their crafts so we 
could use them later as a basis for language lessons. I recorded Bao Xiong say to a customer, 
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You like this one? This one tell story about Hmong culture. It show old custom, you see? Hmong 
lady cut rice like that. Yeah. This one show Hmong people live in Laos. How long? This take long 
time. Everything I do by my hand so maybe take three weeks if I work all day, but I’m not time so 
maybe take four weeks, five weeks, like that. 

She knew all the key words to market her crafts: very traditional, old custom, by hand, I did it 
myself, qualities in crafts valued by Americans. A year later, this woman, who does not know how 
to read or write, has a business card with her name and her husband’s last name, an American 
custom. She has fliers that say, “Come to my Christmas Sale. Free Hmong food. Traditional 
handiwork.” She has a guest book that people sign when they come to her house, and she has 
compiled a mailing list of over 200 people. In fact, her son sends out a mailing whenever she has a 
sale. 

Table 3. Functions and Uses of Literacy for Bao Xiong. 

Use Function Role 
Business cards Increase sales and expand 

business 
Culture packager and broker 

Flyers Increase sales and expand 
business 

 

Guest book Increase sales and expand 
business 

Saleswoman 

Bao Xiong uses literacy to market her crafts. When I say she is a cultural packager and broker, I 
mean she knows how to take Hmong culture and sell it to Americans at a good profit. She also 
knows how to tell the Hmong ladies what they ought to do to please the Americans. She knows 
how to package the American culture and teach it to the Hmong. She is a great saleswoman! 
Though this woman has highly accented English, she is a persuasive and effective communicator. 

Chart 3. Network Chart of Bao Xiong. 

Bao Xiong’s network is like Pao Youa’s on one side with Hmong people who know one another 
well, and like Chou Chang’s on the other side, with Americans. She seems to have one foot in 
each world and lives successfully in each one! 

Here is a postscript on these three characters. Bao Xiong has now bought a three-story house in 
the suburbs. She lives there with her husband and six sons, and is enjoying an income that far 
exceeds mine. As for Pao Youa Lo, it just became his turn in his kin’s collective pooling of 
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money, so he can buy his own home. His role as a leader means he often has out of town guests. 
He bought a large home in Norton, his neighborhood, with plenty of room to spare. Chou Chang, 
the person most literate in English, now lives in Wisconsin with his wife and six children. He and 
his wife work double shifts in a factory. Their life there is very difficult. 

2.3. Literacy, families, and communities 
Some issues and provocative questions arise out of these examples. First, what we see in the 
classroom is not the whole story. The teacher sees through a particular kind of lens and sees 
particular kinds of resources, but may not see all the resources. Bao Xiong and Pao Youa Lo had 
many social resources for solving literacy problems that Chou Chang did not have. Chou Chang, 
in his isolation, ended up feeling that he had to leave Philadelphia. Literacy resources are not 
necessarily synonymous with classroom skills. 

Second, we must recognize that the technology associated with literacy is not the same as literacy 
itself. Bao Xiong did not control the technology of literacy. She could not read or write, but she 
had at her disposal ways to get the job done. She knew how to use literacy to her advantage, 
though she did not master the technology. 

Third, literacy and happiness are not synonymous. As others have discussed elsewhere, literacy 
does not automatically lead to happiness or improvement in one’s life. With growing literacy in 
the life of Chou Chang, a growing social isolation also came. He began to feel exploited by others 
and to feel that his kin network was breaking down. 

Other interesting examples of research that address this issue have already been put forth. 
Kathleen Rockhill studied Hispanic women in Los Angeles, and found that as they aspired to 
become literate, their husbands beat them more. An example from my stay in Guatemala also 
comes to mind. In one village, water pumps were introduced to save labor for women. But, by 
having water pumps at every home, there was no longer a reason or an opportunity to gather at the 
village fountain. Therefore, the women had no chance to gossip or have verbal exchanges, and 
found themselves increasingly lonely and unhappy. 

Along with the positive results of literacy, there may be negative or difficult ones, as well. To look 
at literacy in its social context, an educator needs to consider that all sorts of things happen to 
relationships, some of which are not always good or better. 

What I am arguing in these three examples is that I believe we need to consider the social context 
in which literacy is used and need to look at the purposes to which literacy will be put. For Pao 
Youa Lo, one of the main functions of literacy was to preserve traditional forms and to connect 
with the past. For Chou Chang, literacy was associated with leaving the past behind and entering a 
new world of people, and new ways of being. We need a framework in which we can look at both 
the positive and negative consequences and what literacy will mean to the relationships of the 
people involved. 

3. Learning English through Intergenerational Friendship (Leif) 

3.1. The idea, the beginnings 
Following is a brief summary of a program inspired by gerontologist Nancy Henkin, the director 
of Temple University’s Center for Intergenerational Learning. Because of her concern that 
American society has become age-segregated, Henkin has begun a variety of projects to model the 
bringing of the young and old together in positive ways. In 1985, she conceived the idea of 
tapping the resources of American senior citizens to work with refugee children and tapping the 
resources of American youth to work with refugee elders. Because my background was in 
teaching English as a Second Language, she hired me to set up this program. 
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3.2. The program 
Here is some background information on the refugee elder students and their tutors in this project. 
By now, Project LEIF has trained over a thousand college-age volunteers to tutor English as a 
Second Language (ESL) to elder refugees and immigrants at four community centers throughout 
the city. These include a Cambodian Buddhist temple, a Chinese community center, a Latino 
Senior Center, and a multicultural neighborhood center (Weinstein-Shr 1989). 

The program encouraged student-tutor pairs to meet once weekly in a community learning center 
to break student isolation and to provide material and moral support for the tutors. The second 
session each week was ideally held in the student’s home, permitting the tutors to learn more 
about the lifestyle and needs of their students and to foster a personal relationship between the 
two. 

English lessons focused not only on grammar and literacy, but also on communicative competence 
for daily living, enabling students to become self-sufficient and build relationships with their 
English-speaking neighbors. For this reason, focus was primarily on listening and speaking skills 
for specific common situations. 

We planned community events for students and tutors to include their families and to become 
acquainted away from the books. Potluck suppers, for which people brought food cooked 
according to the customs of their own countries, were very popular. Activities at these events 
included recognition of the contribution of the tutors, as well as the progress of the elders. A farm 
trip was also a great success, especially for elders from agricultural societies and their tutors. 
Lesson plans about farm animals and tools, circulated in advance to the tutors, integrated language 
and activities. 

3.3. Changes and growth: What we learned 
An evaluation shows that the recruitment and tutor hour goals were more than met. Elders showed 
improvement in language skill, and tutors exhibited more positive attitudes toward an 
understanding of Asian refugees according to specific measures. However, the small successes 
that do not show as easily count the most. One student went to the post office once with his tutor 
and then felt competent enough to go by himself. Another student now answers the phone with a 
cheerful “hello,” instead of picking up the phone in confused silence or not answering at all. One 
tutor’s family gave her student’s family a Christmas tree, and the two families decorated it 
together. These anecdotes reflect the kinds of successes that we experienced constantly. 
Unfortunately, state literacy funding required us to demonstrate that our participants moved from a 
zero to fourth-grade literacy level, and to a fifth to eighth-grade level. Standardized tests used by 
the state completely missed the mark. 

The program has not been without pitfalls, however. In the original pilot, the staff hours needed to 
make the project work were greatly underestimated. Relationships with community leaders cannot 
be created instantly—they must be cultivated slowly for trust to grow. An intercultural project can 
only work if it is truly collaborative, and collaborative relationships require time to develop. 
Volunteers are not free resources—they require support. Those who would venture to create a 
community program that works must have the resources, including time, to build an environment 
where learning can take place and trust can grow. 

Elders from different groups, while sharing certain problems, have different needs. While most 
Cambodian elders have trouble negotiating the simplest transaction with the neighborhood grocery 
store, the Puerto Rican elders we serve have lived in Hispanic neighborhoods for up to twenty 
years. They have little trouble meeting basic needs, but want English to communicate with their 
grandchildren. These observations suggest we develop and refine ways of assessing needs of 
elders, especially the role of language in adaptation. Refugee family units can be strengthened by 
linking youth and elders in a variety of intergenerational activities. 
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4. Agenda for the Nineties 
From the lessons learned from my Hmong friends and from Project LEIF, I see shifts in three 
major directions for the nineties: (1) the shift in focus from individuals and institutions to families 
and communities; (2) the incorporation of traditional knowledge with new forms of knowledge; 
and (3) the promotion of collaboration on all levels. Below is a discussion of each of these, 
considering the needs for research, teaching, planning, and policy. 

4.1. Shift from individuals to families and communities 
In project LEIF, the elders showed little interest in learning survival English, filling out forms, or 
for reading supermarket labels. Rather, the older people wanted to learn English to communicate 
with their children and grandchildren. They cannot help but see that school counts, and they want 
to support young people’s success in school. By looking at the social context, we can 
acknowledge the social consequences of literacy. There is a type of isolation which occurs when 
people are not literate. The concerns of elders can be addressed by considering how they fit into 
their families. The same goes for the young. This is evident by the new emphasis on family 
literacy programs. There is growing recognition of the role of families in the school experiences of 
children. 

Research: Research needs to switch the focus from individuals in isolation to communities; to 
find out how people do solve problems, or fail to solve them. Pao Youa Lo had plenty of ways to 
solve problems if looking at him in the context of a wider community, as opposed to the 
individual in my classroom. Determine how people use literacy, in what languages they use it, for 
what purposes, and what meaning it has for them. Examine questions of literacy use in context of 
families and communities. Not discussed because of time constraints was that Chou Chang and 
Pao Youa Lo, the two men, were typical of people in their respective neighborhoods. Pao Youa Lo 
was typical of the subcommunity interested in retaining the traditions of strong social networks. 
Chou Chang was typical of those who are isolated, more incorporated into American institutions, 
more literate individually, and who feel more alienated from the past. By knowing more about 
communities and where people fit in their communities, researchers and educators can get a better 
idea of how people need to use literacy. 

Teaching: If a shift in focus from individuals to families and communities is to take place, 
classroom ways to learn about students need to be more effective. Factors to discover are how they 
use language and literacy in their homes, what language is spoken, what their communities are 
like, the extent to which they feel a part of the refugee community, and what is involved in 
becoming American as quickly as possible. Gathering and sharing information needs to become a 
substantial classroom activity. 

It is useful to draw on native handcrafts, use oral histories, study circles, and other means to have 
people share their strengths and perspectives. It is necessary to find other ways to create channels 
for students to tell teachers and each other about themselves. That would enable researchers to 
find out what literacy means, while expanding the possibilities for what it could mean in the lives 
of those in our classrooms. 

Planning: For planners and administrators, this shift means it is necessary to integrate 
investigation of functions of literacy into the curriculum itself. The curriculum needs to be one 
that allows the discovery and documentation of how literacy works in the family and community. 
This exploration and documentation should leave room for expanding the chances for those 
examining their own lives. 

Policy: Policy-makers must fund research that documents uprooted people’s lives, that is 
informative of how people really function in the community. Funders and policy-makers could 
serve the cause of literacy by funding programs that recognize strengths, not just the deficits. 
Information is needed on not only what our students are missing, but also what they do, what they 
have, and what they can build on for the future. 
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4.2. Incorporating traditional knowledge with new forms of 
knowledge 

The second major category I want to focus on is knowledge. Traditional knowledge must be 
incorporated with new forms of knowledge. This raises an interesting paradox: preservation 
enables change. For example, babies who are secure with their mothers, let go and become more 
independent, while babies deprived of the primary caretaker often become clinging and insecure. 

In the same way, those who are confident and literate in their first language have much easier 
experiences in learning a second language. In a broader way, research has shown that those who 
are secure in their cultural heritage adjust better and add the second culture to their repertoire of 
behavior. 

Many examples exist of people secure in their first culture adjusting better to other cultures. On 
the other hand, those who have their culture pulled out from under them have more trouble taking 
on the second one. An example to note was the practice of sending American Indians away to 
boarding schools, where they were punished if they used their native language. Not only did they 
have trouble achieving in mainstream schools—the personal and cultural results have been 
terrible. Unhealthy behavior patterns, such as alcoholism and high rates of suicide are 
characteristic, with predictable results of alienation. 

Research. Experiences have shown ways in which preservation enables change. Some of the 
motivations for Pao Youa Lo and his neighbors learning and using literacy were to preserve the 
past. Some motives to become literate were to write the traditional songs and be able to preserve 
some old ways. The old goes with the new, hand-in-hand. Investigating the persistence of cultural 
forms is necessary. It is interesting that Hmong people use cassette tapes and send cassettes from 
country to country to keep in touch with kin that do not know how to read and write. They are 
using new technology to keep traditional ties. 

Teaching: For teaching, dealing with tradition and change needs to be incorporated into the fabric 
of teaching activities. This would create ways that the classroom can be a place to affirm, display, 
and process all the ways of thinking, all the ways of working, whether it be artifacts, beliefs, or 
experiences. 

An important direction for teaching is to encourage students to tap into the knowledge of their 
parents and to legitimize traditional kinds of knowledge possessed by parents and grandparents. 
Schools should not teach that children have to reject their families to become literate. 

Planning: Regarding planning vis-a-vis tradition and change, traditional genres need to be 
incorporated not only into classroom activities, but also into the curriculum itself. I have heard 
interesting stories of teachers in Philadelphia trying to bring vernacular writing, such as rap by 
African-American children, into the classroom as a way of teaching. Part of the curriculum needs 
to be a planned comparison of the native and the host culture. People can begin to articulate where 
they are coming from and where they are going, which parts of the culture they want to keep, and 
which parts they want to discard. This can become a part of the planned curriculum. The discourse 
of the classroom, whether in schools or in workplaces, will be most effective if it addresses the 
whole person. Immigrants and refugees can contribute to a more productive workplace for 
everyone if their own cultural needs are acknowledged. People who work with them need to know 
what they are bringing with them. Learning and exchange needs to go both ways. 

Policy. For tradition and change vis-a-vis policy, the most healthy policy and the one that will 
work best is an educational policy that supports cultural and linguistic maintenance. New 
knowledge is added, rather than usurping old knowledge. Programs that consider the uniqueness 
of specific communities and culture groups need to be supported. 
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4.3. Promotion of collaboration on all levels of literacy work 
The last principle that I have become committed to through my literacy work is the idea of 
promoting collaboration. Many benefits were reaped by working together at many levels in Project 
LEIF. For starters, the funding was only possible because an institute on aging joined forces with 
a refugee resettlement agency to use funds in innovative ways. For implementing the program, 
ethnic organizations, it was found, were better equipped to identify elders in their own 
communities, teach about their needs, and could gain the elders’ trust to bring them forward. We, 
on the other hand, excelled at recruiting English-speaking volunteers, training them in ESL, and 
supporting their work. Neither of us could have pulled off the project without the knowledge and 
efforts of the other. Elders and college students worked together to mutual benefit. Elders wanted 
to learn English, while college students wanted a cross-cultural experience. Many of the tutors 
reported to us their pleasure in finding a way to bring “grandparents” back into their lives. 

Research: I believe that research needs to be collaborative at all levels. Knowledge is needed not 
only regarding the perceptions of educational personnel who will implement programs, but also 
regarding the perspectives of adult learners, children, family, and community members who are 
indirectly part of the educational process. These are the people involved in the lives of those who 
are becoming literate. They will, in part, determine the meanings and uses for literacy. 

Teaching: In teaching, many opportunities exist for collaboration within the classroom and from 
the classroom outward. For example, within the classroom, many collaborative learning 
techniques, such as peer editing with students helping students, are used with great success. 
Classmates can collaborate on writing assignments. Nonnative speakers can be pen pals with 
native speakers or have pen pals abroad. There can be oral history projects, where students from a 
nonnative class interview a native, or vice versa. Classrooms can work together with other 
organizations. I had a group of foreign students who went to interview elders and wrote up their 
life histories. This project created relationships that have endured. It was a powerful experience 
for many of the participants. 

Planning: Programs need to be planned that have flexibility to accommodate interactions between 
people who do not ordinarily interact across cultural boundaries, such as native and nonnative, 
young and old. This requires creativity to enable teachers and students to follow their imagination 
and overcome traditional constraints. 

Policy: There is a trend toward a positive future policy of funding coalitions that do not ordinarily 
talk to one another, such as community-based organizations and schools, youth agencies and adult 
agencies. Some parent involvement programs use the resources of youths to help adults, or vice 
versa, in which both benefit. Adult educators and child educators need to talk together to come up 
with a solution that makes sense for both. It takes collaboration and knowledge of how children 
and adults learn, not just doing it from one perspective. There needs to be collaboration between 
the practitioners, the policy-makers, and the ethnic leaders who know the communities to be 
served. 

5. Concluding Remarks 
In closing, I invite those who are hearing and reading this—in our roles as teachers, researchers, 
program administrators, and policy makers—to become healers through our work. I propose that 
we need literacy programming that considers the families and communities in which people use 
literacy. Our work will be more efficient and more joyful if we discover and exploit the social 
resources that learners bring with them. I believe that we can “do literacy” in a way that heals 
rather than divides families, that strengthens communities, and that considers the differences 
between young and old, using these differences as resources rather than obstacles. 

Perhaps one step toward literacy is to document the past. Traditional knowledge needs to be 
documented. Teachers and anthropologists have a supporting role to play, but only as partners 
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with the people who own the knowledge. In communities where traditional knowledge is valued, 
children do not have to be ashamed of their parents. If we add new knowledge respectfully to 
traditional knowledge, parents will not lose their children through literacy. Elders will become a 
source of knowledge and stories, rather than as a burden. 

By promoting collaboration among ourselves in our own work, between our organizations, and 
within our classrooms, we can learn about how the world looks through other eyes. While this 
takes time and effort, the result is an enriched vision of a world where literacy can indeed heal and 
build. 
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